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Abstract 
Conventional traffic engineering studies at two-way stop controlled (TWSC) pedestrian crossing locations have been largely 
interested in estimation of capacity and delay impacts due to pedestrian impedance. Review of the literature indicates that pedestrian 
gap acceptance behavior at TWSC locations has not been investigated in detail. The objective of this research was to obtain and 
use empirical observations from study sites in Alabama to develop pedestrian gap acceptance models at TWSC pedestrian 
crossings.  Visibility due to daylight conditions was also explored. Discrete choice models with underlying normal and logistic 
distribution of error terms were developed. From the set of developed models, a probit model was found to be suitable for further 
empirical validation. Based on this model, gap length, presence of vehicle at minor street waiting for right of way, opportunity to 
cross the street in lag, and daylight visibility were found to affect pedestrian gap acceptance. This study broadens empirical 
pedestrian behavior model development to TWSC locations and is the first of its kind to elaborate on visibility impacts. 
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1. Introduction 
Existing research of pedestrian-vehicle interactions at unsignalized crossings is primarily oriented in discerning 
capacity and delay estimation to vehicular traffic. Pedestrian-vehicle interactions at mid-block crossing locations have 
attracted a gainful attention, whereas analysis for TWSC locations requires a greater emphasis [4]. At TWSC locations 
the current version of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2010) assigns top priority to the through vehicular 
movement at the major street. Pedestrians crossing the major street with right-of-way in conflict with the through 
vehicular movement rank lower in priority [8]. For the sake of engineering analysis, the rank priority merits logic. 
However, field observations of pedestrian-vehicle interactions demonstrate much more complex interactions at work. 
Statutory laws require full right-of-way compliance for pedestrians in marked crosswalks at unsignalized crossing 
locations by drivers. This compliance is often observed in the form of driver yielding for pedestrians waiting to cross 
the street. In cases of non-yield by motorists, pedestrians tend to choose gaps between vehicles that allow safe crossing. 
Thus in actual practice, the interaction between pedestrians and vehicles can be called mixed priority in real sense of 
the term. 
Driver yielding and pedestrian gap acceptance behaviors are emergent on a wide range of factors that can be 
categorized into vehicle side, pedestrian side, and concurrent events that are location based. An empirical data driven 
assessment of mixed priority framework was used by Schroeder [6] to investigate mid-block interactions. Similar 
approach was used to assess the interactions at the roundabout crossing locations [3].   
Review of the literature indicates that pedestrian gap acceptance at TWSC locations has not been investigated in 
depth. To gain a better understanding of vehicle-pedestrian interactions it is worth to consider findings of earlier studies 
confined to mid-block crossing locations. Though these locations are quite different in nature than TWSC, the know-
how of mid-block modeling efforts can help in guiding the basic model development and validation of parameter 
estimates at TWSC locations.  
As pedestrian gap acceptance choice is binary in nature (Accept vs. Reject), discrete choice models are widely used 
to describe gap acceptance behavior. Sun et al. [7] developed gap acceptance model for a midblock location using 
logit and probit formulation. The study showed outperformance of deterministic critical gap model against probit based 
gap acceptance model. This outperformance was explained by the homogeneity in the pedestrian study sample.  
According to the Highway Capacity Manual, a simple deterministic pedestrian gap acceptance model can be based 
on an empirical value referred as Critical Gap [8]. This gap is equally likely to be accepted and rejected by a pedestrian 
waiting to cross the street. HCM provides a critical gap model based on crosswalk length, L; Pedestrian walking speed, 
Sp, and Pedestrian start-up time, ts. Though fairly simple in nature, the HCM 2010 model overlooks the complex 
heterogeneity in pedestrian’s repeated gap choices, age, gender, and context sensitive pedestrian behaviors.  
In 2013, Yannis et al. used lognormal and logit based model to describe gap acceptance choices at mid-block 
crossing locations [9]. Distance of the vehicle from the crosswalk, vehicle size, whether pedestrians cross in a group, 
presence of illegal parking, and gender were found significant variables in the study.  
In another study, Schroeder et al. assessed gap acceptance behavior in relation with installed pedestrian treatments 
at mid-blocks [4]. In logit based formulation, pedestrians exhibiting assertive behavior were observed to accept lower 
critical gaps. Presence of in-pavement flasher treatment and pedestrian flashing beacon, though primarily aimed at 
improving driver yielding rates were observed to lower acceptable gap lengths.  
The literature review revealed that vehicular gap acceptance has been explored in several dimensions including 
inclement weather, time-of-day visibility conditions. Such is not the case with pedestrian gap acceptance behavior, 
however. The literature review also confirms that there is a need to investigate pedestrian gap acceptance choices 
during limited visibility conditions like evening/night hours, and inclement weather. In this study the need for 
empirical models for pedestrian gap acceptance behavior at TWSC locations is addressed. These models are 
augmented to include the visibility effects attributed by time-of-day conditions. 
2. Methodology 
The study reported here extends the framework used by Mamidipalli et al. [1] in the development of pedestrian gap 
acceptance models for mid-block crosswalks to TWSC crossing locations. A pedestrian-vehicle interaction sets in 
when a pedestrian wanting to cross the major street arrives at the crosswalk influence area (CIA). At this point of time, 
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the approaching vehicle driver becomes aware of the pedestrian’s presence and his desire to cross the street. At the 
onset of the interaction event, the researcher records the dynamic properties of the vehicle such as speed and distance 
from the crosswalk. Any important observations pertinent to pedestrian actions and pedestrian-vehicle interaction are 
also recorded. 
2.1. Candidate site selection 
Data for this study were collected from three TWSC crossings located within the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham urban campus in Birmingham, Alabama. The individual locations were visited during different times of 
the day and peak vehicle and pedestrian activity periods were identified by the field visits. Data were collected during 
the evening peak hours in June and December of 2014. The evening visibility conditions in these months were quite 
contrast with bright daylight conditions witnessed in June and dark visibility conditions observed in December. 
All TWSC study sites had clearly marked crosswalks and STOP signs were clearly visible. All study sites had a 
signalized intersection upstream in the vicinity and sites A and Site B had street parking along the major street. 
Negligible driver yielding was observed at these sites.  The characteristics of each site are summarized in Table 1. 
 Table 1.  Data collection sites. 
Site ID Location Curbside 
parking 
Description Effective Crossing 
Distance, ft 
Posted Speed 
A 10th Ave S. Yes Two lanes in each direction 60.00 20 mph 
B 11th Ave S. Yes One lane in each direction 36.00 15 mph 
C 8th St  S. No One lane in each direction 30.00 20 mph 
 
2.2. Data collection 
The data collection involved obtaining vehicle side variables like speed (SPD), distance from crosswalk 
(ADJDIST), and lane position (NEAR). Also, pedestrian variables such as the number of pedestrians crossing (MUP), 
gap lengths (OBS), age (AGE), and gender (GENDER) characteristics were recorded. Likewise, concurrent conditions 
during the interaction like street parking (STPARK), vehicle waiting at minor street (MnST), and visibility condition 
(TOD) were also recorded. Such a three pronged data collection strategy adds strength to the analysis by capturing a 
vast range of variables. Laser speed gun (LIDAR) was used to measure the vehicle speed and distance from crosswalk 
and trained observers collected additional data with the help of video camera equipment. 
2.3. Model development 
Pedestrian gap acceptance model development focused on binary logit or probit models as the pedestrian decision 
to begin crossing has two distinct outcomes (i.e., GO = 1, NoGO = 0). In binary logit models, the decision maker q 
considers choices i and j and selects between the choices based on their utility Uqi and Uqj which consist of both a 
systematic utility and random utility as shown in Equ. (1). The systematic utility for choice i can be estimated using 
Equ. (2) using n variables.  Variables that describe attributes of the two alternatives are used in Vqj, while variables 
that describe decision maker characteristics and the constant ȕ0 are not included in Vqj.  The random component of 
utility İq is assumed to be distributed according to the standard logistic function.  The probability of a decision maker 
q making choice i is shown in Eq. (3).   
ܷ௤ ൌ  ௤ܸ ൅ߝ௤                                                                                       (1) 
 




                                                                                (3) 
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The binary probit model uses identical formulation with the assumption that the random component of utility İq 
is assumed to be distributed according to the standard normal distribution.  This results in the probability of choosing 
alternative i expressed as Pq(i) = ĭ(Vqi). 
The Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) was employed in the analysis. SAS uses maximum likelihood estimation 
to find values of ȕ that best estimate the decisions observed in the dataset Using SAS, variables could be added or 
dropped manually to arrive at a satisfactory model [2]. 
For the purpose of model development, different variable selection schemes (i.e., Forward selection and 
Backward elimination) were used in combination with Logit and Probit based formulations. In order to assess Time 
of Day (TOD) visibility effects on gap acceptance behaviour a manual selection probit model was also developed. 
In order to determine which of the fitted models most accurately represents the data, various test statistics were 
examined, including parameter estimates, standard error of the estimate, p-value, odds ratio, R-squared (R2), and Max-
rescaled R2. A p-value indicates the confidence level, where p<0.05 indicates a 95% confidence level. Slope 
parameters in exponential relationship can be interpreted through the odds ratio of the parameter. For a binary 
explanatory variable, the odds ratio represents an increase in the odds of the response when a variable increase from 
levels 0 to 1. The R2 test statistic describes the amount of variability in data that is explained by the model. A higher 
R2 value indicates better model fit, but the statistic is inflated with the addition of more variables. The Max-rescaled 
R2 penalizes the model for inclusion of additional variables and is thus a better measure for models with many 
independent variables. The results from the data processing and analysis are presented next. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. TWSC pedestrian gap acceptance models  
The data collection spanning three TWSC locations resulted in 177 available gaps. A dataset of 156 gap events was 
used in formulation of gap acceptance models. The rest of gap events (21 in number) were used for validation of 
discrete gap models. 









































Intercept -7.4446 <.0001 -6.9759 <.0001 -13.3057 <.0001 -12.8458 <.0001 -7.6370 <.0001 
OBS 1.2201 <.0001 1.1478 <.0001 2.1881 <.0001 2.1276 <.0001 1.2657 <.0001 
LAG(0) -1.3360 0.0305 -1.4046 0.0220 -2.4879 0.0336 -2.6799 0.0233 -1.2180 0.0477 
MnST(0) 1.5953 0.0526 1.6959 0.0268 2.9276 0.0657 3.1532 0.0376 1.6417 0.0467 
MUP(0) 0.8862 0.1642 - - 1.4256 0.2175 - - 0.8344 0.1965 
TOD(0) - - - - - - - - -0.5694 0.4629 
R2 0.5407 0.5416 0.5450 0.5407 0.5488 
Max Re-
scaled R2 
0.8567 0.8581 0.8636 0.8567 0.8695 
 
PROC LOGISTIC in SAS was used to develop categorical data models [2]. Many categorical variables such as 
GENDER, DISTRACTED, AGE, and HGV (i.e., vehicle type of first vehicle) lacked heterogeneity and were not 
included in the final set of models. Parameters that were found significant include OBS which refers to observed lag 
or gap length; LAG (0) which indicates a gap (rather than a lag), MnST (0) which indicates the absence of vehicle 
waiting on minor street for right-of-way; MUP (0) which refers to a pedestrian crossing alone, and TOD(0) which 
refers to Time of day and indicates dark conditions. Table 2 provides details of the model parameters along with the 
explanatory power of the models.  
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The parameter estimates obtained for the above set of models are consistent in nature. Each of the five models 
presented in Table 2 shows a positive estimate for gap length (OBS). This confirms the observed behavior that an 
increase in gap length enables the pedestrian to accept the available gap. This parameter is significant (<.0001) and 
present in all the models. Likewise, if an available gap is present among a stream of vehicles it is less likely to be 
accepted as against a lag. This can be explained by the negative sign of estimate for LAG(0). The results further show 
that the MnST (0) variable (i.e., absence of vehicle stopped on minor street) has a positive impact on pedestrian gap 
acceptance on the major street. Also, if multiple pedestrians in a group are waiting to accept a gap, they may require 
greater gap lengths. In other words, when pedestrians cross the street individually, they may tend to be more alert. 
This observation is highlighted by parameter estimates for the MUP (0) variable as shown in Table 2.  
Model V was developed with manual selection comprising of visibility variable (TOD). Though not significant at 
p =0.05 level, inclusion of this variable showed some improvement of the explanatory power of the model (Max-
rescaled R2 = 0.8695). This motivates for greater exploration of visibility conditions in pedestrian gap acceptance 
behavior. Overall, Model V outperforms Models 1 through IV and is thus recommended for further consideration.  
3.2. Validation 
A small validation set of 21 gap events was set aside to assess the accuracy of pedestrian gap acceptance models 
developed in this study. The link values obtained from these different models were used to translate into gap acceptance 
probabilities. All five models developed were validated. As an example, Fig. 1 provides details of predicted 
probabilities for individual gap events for Model V. Gap acceptance events should lie on the vertical bar ‘1’ and gap 
rejection events should lie on vertical bar ‘0’. A valid model should indicate a probability of less than 0.5 for a gap 
rejection event and greater than 0.5 for gap acceptance event.  
Based on this validity check, Models I through V yielded accuracy of 100%, 96%, 96%, 100%, and 96% 
respectively, which is a very reassuring finding. Model validation charts do not indicate systematic errors in 
computation of gap acceptance probabilities. However, a validation data set of greater size is needed for a 
comprehensive assessment. 
4. Conclusions 
The literature review identified the need for empirical models for predicting pedestrian gap acceptance behavior at 
TWSC pedestrian crossing locations. An initial effort was made to integrate visibility conditions in the pedestrian gap 
acceptance choices. The parameter estimates obtained in the study are in conformity with similar studies conducted at 
other unsignalized crossing sites like mid-blocks. The effect of gap length on pedestrian gap acceptance at TWSC 
crossings is intuitive in nature. Greater gap lengths increase the probability of pedestrians choosing the gap to cross 
the street. When the gap is opened by the lead vehicle referred as LAG, pedestrians tend to accept such gap. Also, 
absence of vehicle waiting for right-of-way at the minor street was found to have positive effect on accepting an 
available gap. 
This study was the first one to investigate the effects of visibility conditions on pedestrian gap acceptance and 
propose a pedestrian gap acceptance model considering the visibility factor. The model was observed to improve the 
explanatory power and had the highest Max-rescaled R2 goodness of fit score from all models developed. This model 
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Fig. 1. Validation with predicted probabilities (Model V).
 
The scope of the study, though exploratory in nature, demonstrates the suitability of mixed priority framework for 
the development of empirical pedestrian-vehicle interaction models. The study can be expanded in the future to provide 
greater heterogeneity in land use, pedestrian, and driver behaviors. Such expanded study results will be more robust 
and suitable for integration in mainstream micro-simulation suite of analysis tools. Further research should also assess 
the impacts of weather sensitive visibility on the acceptance of gaps at unsignalized crossing locations. These 
recommendations for future work will help advance the understanding of pedestrian crossing behavior and improve 
safety at TWSC crossing locations. 
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